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September 14th, 2018 

Announcements 
Picture Day is Tuesday, September 25! You             
should have received an information packet           
in your child’s backpack. If you did not receive                 
this information, please contact the office. 
 

                  

Congratulations to all of our summer readers who completed 
 the E. P. Library Summer Reading Program! 

 

The Pencil Grip Song 

As your child works on writing numbers and 
words at home, use this song to remind 
them how to properly hold their pencil: 
https://goo.gl/DO0g0E 
 
Key vocabulary words: 

● Pointer = index finger 
● Tall man = middle finger 

 
 

Mr. Seibel’s Favorite Quote of the Week:  

“I have students writing  
sentences today!” 

 

I am worried about  
Little Pip. What will he  

do next? 
 

 

https://goo.gl/DO0g0E


 
 

ReadyGen Unit 1 Essential Questions 
Here are some of the questions that students are working hard to answer: 

● How do readers use both words and illustrations to understand stories? 
● How do writers use both illustrations and words about events to tell a story?  
● How do mathematicians show and count up to 5 objects? 

 

Enduring Understandings 

● Readers understand there is a relationship between illustrations and words. 
● Writers understand that pictures and words about events help tell a story. 
● Learners understand that home is an important concept to all living things.  
● Mathematicians understand that numbers can be used to count and 

describe things.  
 

 
GoMath! Lesson 1.5  
Hands on, model and count to 5 
Essential Question:     How can you show and count up to 5 objects? 
 
Why Teach This? 
Five is an important number in our number system. It serves as a benchmark 
number or anchor that is internalized by many concrete experiences and 
conversation about those experiences. Using the five frame helps children 
quickly recognize “how many” the number 5 is and allows them to see how 
other numbers compare to 5. For example, when they use counters on the five 
frame, children see that 4 is less than 5 because one space of the five frame is 
empty; 2 is even less because three spaces are empty. If children develop an 
intuitive sense of 5 (and later of 10), they can recognize whether the number of 
objects in one group is less than, greater than, or equal to another group 
When you find opportunities to count at home, incorporate counting using fingers on your 
child’s hand and objects around your home or outside. “How many red cars do you see on that 
street?” 
 

 

 



 
Learning Opportunities during Specials! 

   

 

 

 

Pre-K is cool! 

         

 

 




